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American olk rilogy
arr. Anne Mc inty
(b. 1945)
Publisher:
Queenwood/Kjos
Date of Publication:
1992
Duration:
2: 15
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Unit 1: Composer
Anne McGinty was born in Findlay, Ohio and began her college education at The Ohio State
University. She left Ohio State to pursue a career as a flautist, playing in the Tucson Symphony
Orchestra, the Tucson Pops Orchestra, and the Tucson Symphony Orchestra Woodwind Quintet
before returning to college to study at Duquesne University, where she earned her Bachelor of
Music and Master of Music degrees concentrating on flute performance, theory, and composition
An advocate for educational wind band literature, McGinty has written over 225 pieces for
concert band, having more than 50 times been commissioned by American bands (C.L.
Barnhouse, n.d.).
Unit 2: Composition
American Folk Trilogy is a setting of three popular American folk tunes, "Chester," "Amazing
Grace," and "Yankee Doodle." Accessible to young bands, this an-angement allows teachers to
give their students music that demands careful preparation of balance to melody, meter changes,
key changes, and advanced compositional techniques such as simultaneous recapitulation.
Unit 3: Historical Perspective
Folk music has a rich history in the United States, including "Chester," originally written by
William Billings. The original text written in 1770, foreshadowing the American Revolution, is
partially contained below:
Let tyrants shake their iron rod,
And Slav'1y clank her galling chains,
\Ve fear them not, we trust in God,
New England's God forever reigns (Billings, 1770).

\1/hile the text to "Amazing Grace" was written by Londoner John Newton in 1779 as a spiritual
autobiography, the melody itself was not associated with Newton's text until 1835 in William
\Valker's Southern Harmony. The melody was previously an Appalachian folk tune known as
"New Britain," (Newton, 1779). Today it is one of the most popular hymns in North America.
Finally, the song "Yankee Doodle Dandy" became popular on both sides of the war during the
American Revolution. The British side sang about a doodle, or a simpleton who "stuck a feather
in his hat and called it macaroni." This implied sarcastic humor, as the British were making fun
of the American colonist that was trying to imitate the elegant European style. The American
soldiers used the song against the British, though. At the conclusion of the war, after the
surrender at Yorktown. the British famously marched out of town playing "The World Turned
Upside Down." However. less famous is a repmt that an American band was waiting for them.
playing "Yankee Doodle Dandy," (Mooney, 2014).
Unit 4: Technical Considerations
McGinty has devoted her career to cratting pieces that are accessible to young bands and even
smaller bands. Instrumentation is for standard concert band, with optional oboe and horn parts.
fhe clarinet and trumpet are divided in first and second parts. The harmonic shifts within this
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piece make it useful for teaching students to differentiate between concert A and concert A-flat.
In the "Amazing Grace" section, take care to not overpower the melody or play beyond the
mezzopiano dynamic level.

Unit 5: Stylistic Considerations
"Chester" is the first folk song used in American Folk Trilogy and teachers should be advised to
have their group listen to the opening chorale of William Schuman's Overture for Band by the
same name. Many of the phrasing elements should be kept the same, such as loug, legato eight
bar phrases where possible, with a natural dynamic breath and quasi-mbato feel.
During the "Amazing Grace" section, balance is critical. This section of the piece is orchestrated
rather thinly with the ham10ny moving contrary to the melody. Balancing the melody is further
complicated by a brief countem1elody introduced in the tmmpet in mm. 27 which should be
present, but not overbearing. Again, long, legato phrases should be a priority.
"Yankee Doodle" articulations should be staccato as a rule, unless otherwise notated. The
quarter note accompaniment should be full-value and unaccented.

Unit 6: Musical Elements
MELODY:
The melodies of American Folk Trilogy are very clearly stated and are diatonic in the written
key, with the exception of the statement of"Yankee Doodle," which is in B-flat major despite the
key signature suggesting E-flat major. There is no deviation from known melodies with the
exception of the flute and bells in mm. 27, which slightly changes the popular rhythm of
"Amazing Grace."
HARivIONY:
Beginning in the key ofB-flat major, "Chester" utilizes I, IV, and Vin a typical manner. A key
signature change moves the piece to E-flat major for "Amazing Grace," again using I, IV, and V
chords in a manner that is consistent with hymns. The key signature remains the same for
"Yankee Doodle," but written accidentals bring the tonal center back to B-flat major until mm.
53, where A-flats come back to end the piece in E-flat major. This piece helps students to begin
to hear and predict logical chord progressions.
RHYTHM:
The biggest rhythmic challenge of this piece is found in "Amazing Grace.'' due to players
needing to rest on the strong downbeat and begin playing the harmonic accompaniment on the
weaker beat 2. There is additional challenge presented to young musicians as the meter changes
from 4/4 time and enters 3/4 time, which can be less comfortable. In "Yankee Doodle," be sure to
perform them as foll value qum1er notes so the chord quality has time to sound.
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TIMBRE:
"Chester" is orchestrated using a thick texture and should be emphasized by using a beautiful
warm and dark tone with the ensemble. With the section scored so fully, it should be easy for
students to focus on blend. "Amazing Grace" uses a much thinner orchestration, creating a
delicate feel. Texture moves to standard homophonic in "Yankee Doodle," with a line of melody
and a line of rhythmic harmony accompanying.

Unit 7: Form and Structure

B

19-34

• Amazing Grace"; flute/trumpet
melody; no drums; lower
dynamic level; harmony moves
Independently of melody; E-flat
major

Phrasal extension; crescendo,
add drums; A naturals to set up
key change

,ransition

C

37-52

"Yankee Doodle"; clarinet solo;
flute/alto sax/bell melody;
quarter note chordal
accompaniment; B-flat major

C'

53-68

Trumpet melody for first phrase;
second phrase shareo. between
bells, flutes/sax, and flutes; Ee
flat major

Coda

69-80

Simultaneous recapitulation of
"Chester" and "Yankee Doodle";
quarter note chords continue;
"Amazing Grace" in flutes at
mm. 77

Unit 8: Suggested Listening
McGinty, Anne. The Red Balloon.
Schuman, William. arr. Bill Calhoun. Cheste,:
Traditional. New Britain.
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Unit 9: Additional Resources
C.L. Barnhouse. (n.d.). Anne McGinty. Retrieved November 25, 2017, from http://
www.bamhouse.com/composers.php?id=4
Billings, 'vV. (1770). Chester. Retrieved November 25, 2017, from https://hymnm;:y.org/text/
let tyrants shake their iron rod
McGinty, A. (1992). American Folk 1i'ilogy. San Diego, CA: Queenwood/Kjos.
Mooney, M. (2014). 'Yankee Doodle Dandy' Explained and Other Revolutiona,y Facts.
Retrieved November 25, 2017, from http://abcnews.go.com/US/yankee-doodle-dandvexplained-revolutionary-facts/story?id=24314207
Newton, J. (1779). Amazing grace! (how sweet the sound). Retrieved November 25, 2017, from
https://hymnary.org/text/amazing grace how sweet the smmd
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Ascension
(Fanfare for Band)

James Swearingen
(b. 1947)
Publisher: Birch Island Music Press
Date of Publication:
2012
Duration:
I :46
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Unit 1: Composer
According to the "About the Composer" portion of the score, James Swearingen holds degrees
from Bowling Green State University and The Ohio State University. He previously served as
Professor of Music at Capital University in Columbus, Ohio, where he also served as the
Division Head of Music Education and as a resident composer prior to retirement. Before his
appointment at Capital University in 1987, he was au instrumental music teacher in the public
schools of central Ohio (Swearingen, 2012).
Unit 2: Composition
Ascension offers an exciting fanfare-like beginning and ending, with a lyrical B section that
compliments nicely. A exercise inA-B-A form, this piece's clearly delineated sections, complete
with transitions, allow students to take the beginning steps of formal analysis. Written in 3/4
time, the dynamic and style contrast between the A and B section will aid in reinforcing the
principle of steady tempo despite lowered dynamics, "very legato" style, and no percussive pulse
(Swearingen, 2012).
Unit 3: Historical Perspective
\Vhile music has always existed for entertainment, it has also been used frequently for more
practical reasons. For example, fanfares use brass and percussion instruments to announce
something exciting was happening (Tarr, n.d.). One of the most noted examples is Handel's
A1usic for the Royal Fireworks which helped to celebrate the end of a war and the signing of a
treaty. While not a fanfare by name, Handel's work certainly bares resemblance in style and in
function to one of the modern era's most well-known composer of fanfares: John \Villiams.
\Villiams's heavy use of brass and dotted rhythms in his Star ffi-trs music for example, serves to
raise most listeners' excitement levels. Swearingen omits the use of dotted rhythms in
Ascension, but the heavy use of brass and brisk tempo are prime examples of drawing from the
rich musical history of the fanfare.
Unit 4: Technical Considerations
Like many pieces for young bands, Ascension doubles most parts so that ensembles with limited
instrumentation can still effectively perfonn the work. Swearingen writes Ascension for the
standard American wind band instrnmentation with an optional piano pa1t used to fill out
potentially missing hannonies. Instrument ranges are limited to the first octave of a concert Bflat scale, and there are no divisi in any instrument parts, except for optional lower paits in the
alto saxophone part.
Unit 5: Stylistic Considerations
For a voung band playing in 3/4 time, placing the natural agogic stress on beat I will help
students learn to feel the meter. In many instances, beat I is marked with an accent to aid with
this as well. Students need guidance and aural models to properly convey the different styles of
articulation found throughout the work.
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Stark contrast should be made between the fanfare A section and the legato, flowing B section.
No accents are present in the B section, and it is important to define the dotted half notes in
attack and decay; phrased in 4 measure groups with a very light articulation for the first note and
slightly harder on the 3 subsequent notes will yield a clear rhytlun in the style of the section.

Unit 6: Musical Elements
MELODY:
Ascension has two ve1y clearly stated melodies. The A section melody is 8 measures long and
played by the trumpets. The B section melody is 15 measures long, played primarily by the
clarinets and is doubled by the trnmpets during the second statement.

HARMONY:
In the key ofE-flat major concert A-flat may be a new note to some younger students. The A
section chordal strncture is completely dominant and tonic, but the B section progression is I-viIV-V. The coda utilizes a raised 4th creating an f4 12 chord, a secondaiy dominant to B-flat V.

RHYTHM:
A time signature in 3 may prove challenging for younger players. As with melodic and harmonic
aspects, most rhythms are in unison with at least one other instrument group. The percussion
parts, while complimentary, are often rhythmically independent of the winds. Strong,
independent players will be needed to cover the snare, bass, and timpani parts. Finally, be sure
to review or introduce dotted half notes for the whole ensemble.
TIMBRE:
The main theme is largely orchestrated for the full ensemble, while the B theme is written much
more thinly, removing most of the percussion that was previously driving the tempo. Starting at
mm. 17, the clarinet and french horn introduce the B theme with light ha1monic support. The
second statement at mm. 33 provides yet another color change in the form of adding trnmpets to
the melody, and an ascending woodwind conntennelody. Within the A theme, listeners will also
identify a melodic line moving in contrast to the primary ascending melody.
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Unit 7: Form and Structure

Transition

11-16

Two measures of percussion
transition theme; ascending Eflat major concert scale from
scale degree; B-flat pedal;
crescendo

trumpet to melody; Flute/
oboe/bellls countermelody.
"Gr·eatlv slowing" unison melody
fermata
transition

Transition
ft.

A

50-57

Transition

58-63

Coda

64-71

Winds largely unison rhythm;
secondary dominant mm. 65
and 67; hemeola mm. 68-69 in
low winds

Unit 8: Suggested Listening
Handel, Franz Joseph. lvfusic for the Royal Fireworks.
Owens, Williams. Parade of the Gladiators.
Williams, John. Star Wm:~, Episode IV.

Unit 9: Additional Resources
Edward H. Taff. (n.d.). "Fanfare." Grove Music Online. Oxford Music Online. Oxford University
Press, accessed December 3, 2017, http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/subscriber/article/
grove/music/09285.
Swearingen, James. (2012) Ascension, {Fanfare for Band). Oskaloosa, IA: C.L. Barnhouse
Company.
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horale from Jupiter
(From The Planets)

Gustav Holst
(1874-1934)
arr. James Curnow

Publisher:
G. Schin11e1; Inc.
Date of Publication:
1991
Duration:
2:15
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Unit 1: Composer
Gustav Holst was born in Cheltenham, England in 1874. With an early interest in piano inspired
by his accomplished pianist father, he began composing while away at Cheltenham Grammar
School. After spending some time learning counterpoint at Oxford, he made his way to the
Royal College of Music to study composition under Stanford, who noted their lessons were often
frustrating. Before the end of his life, Holst found work teaching at the Royal College of Music,
University College, and Harvard University, as the Director of Music at ST. Paul's Girls' School
in Hammersmith, and playing trombone for several opera houses. Being plagued with life-long
ill health however, he passed away in 1934, shortly after his appointment at Harvard (Music
Sales Classical, 2014).
James Curnow received a Bachelor of Music degree from Wayne State University, as well as a
Master of Music degree from Michigan State University. Having won many awards for his
compositions, Curnow has been commissioned to write over 400 works for instrumental and
vocal ensembles, while his total published works number over 800. He currently lives in North
Carolina, working as a full time commissioned composer, the Composer-in-Residence Emeritus
for Asbury University, and is the editor of music publications for the Salvation Army in Atlanta,
Georgia (Hal Leonard, 2017)

Unit 2: Composition
The Curnow arrangement of Holst's Chorale from "Jupiter" is excellently orchestrated to mimic
the original as closely as possible. Even composed in the original key of E-flat major, this grade
2 transcription of the original orchestra piece is an accessible way for young students to
experience quality literature, and learn about a staple piece by an influential composer.
Unit 3: Historical Perspective
The Planets was composed between 1914 and 1916. With seven movements, Holst's starting
point was the astrological character of each planet, thongh he dug no deeper than the suggestion
of musical style that each implied. In fact, Holst himself pointed out that the suite is to have no
program, and no connection with classical mythology.
Jupiter, the bringer of jollity, could be known as "the English movement" due to how Holst used
the British folk music. The chorale theme contained within this movement would eventually be
used as a setting for a patriotic hymn known as "I Vow to Thee My Country."
Holst himself did not consider The Planets to be among his best works, so its immediate success
was somewhat frustrating to him (Holst, n.d.).
Unit 4: Technical Considerations

Curnow writes this Chorale for the standard American concert band instrumentation. with the
alto saxophone and trumpet parts divided in two and the clarinet part divided into three. While
rhythmic independence is not necessarily abundant in the Chorale, the clminet pmts otler what
might be students' least unison performance, divided into 3 parts. Also, the clarinet I part spends
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a fair amount of time switching between registers on the instnunent, so players uncomfortable
over the break would be limited to the clarinet 3 part. As in the original, the timpani serves as a
bass instrument, emphasizing tonic and dominant, while other percussion is used quite sparingly.
The snare drum part should be played with tight rolls and an extremely gentle touch.

Unit 5: Stylistic Considerations
This piece should be played with a legato texture, as the melody is carried mostly by sttings in
the original Chorale. Take care to not shorten notes durations at the end of each phrase, and also
to make each rallentando dramatically drawn out.
Unit 6: Musical Elements
MELODY:

Seen above is pe1iod 1, with measures 1 through 4 of the example being the antecedent, and
measures 5 through 8 being the consequent. Composed in E-flat major and beginning on the
sixth scale degree, this period tends to contour in a downward arch, beginning to ascend again in
the consequent.

Seen above is period 2, with measures 2 through 5 of the example being the antecedent, and
measures 6 through 9 being the consequent. This period tends on an ascending contour, allowing
for period 1 to be repeated an octave higher than before in a smooth, stepwise fashion. This is
also accomplished by ending on the fifth scale degree. Period 2 includes more leaps than period
1, including P5s and P8s.
HARMONY:
The ham10nic rhythm of the chorale is, for the most part, consisting of two chords per measure,
with a chord change on beat 1 and 3 in 3/4 meter. In period 1, the chord progression is as
follows, in E-flat major:
IV-V I IV-V vi-iii IV-V I ii9-ii I
In period 2, the chord press ion is as follows, in E-flat major:
V-vi V-I V-I IV7-vii 0 [M7-IV I ii 7-vi V-iii7 [Begin period I again] IV-V
RHYTHM:
Much like the harmonic emphasis landing on beats I and 3, the same pulse drives gives the piece
forward momentum. The low voices of the band exclusively play the harmonic accompaniment
with mostly quarter notes and the very occasional set of eighth notes. This is keeping trne to
what Holst originally wrote, as in the original the low voices are not given the melody. The
melodic players, however, must be comfortable with dotted-eighth-sixteenth note rhythms.
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TIMBRE:
As mentioned earlier, the harmonic quarter note accompaniment is limited to the low voices for
the entire piece, and the only thing that changes about the timbre as the chorale progresses is the
register the melody is performed in. Initially the melody is performed in the low register of the
clarinet, alto saxophone, and horn, whereas by the end of the piece it is in a higher register of the
clarinet, the flutes and oboes have joined, as well as trumpets and percussion. Through scoring,
this creates a crescendo through instrumentation as well as register.
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Unit 7: Form and Structure

B

Same instrumentation; oboe
and trumpet 1 joined melody
in mm 17, beat 3. Horn is
subtracted from the melody In
mm 15, beat 3 .

14-21

..•... .• ...•.. •. . fSeoon!lirtatemeot. Mefo~~i6'
·

. i flutes; otlae, clarinet, alto!
Still 110
l percussion, exceptfor ·

. . l terior sax, and llorn.
· ·. : ti1T1pani. ·

A"

.. .

~-

.·

--1

30-37

Mallet percussion added to
melody, while horn and tenor
sax are subtracted. Snare
drum and suspended cymbal
are added. Chords are filled
out more beginning in mm 34,
leading into rallentando.

38-47

Similar to N, but with trumpet
1 also playing the melody
intermittently. Mezzopiano
percussion roll begins at rnm
· 42, indicating an ensemble
; crescendo to the end of the
; piece. Phrasal extension
: combined with rallentando
creates tension. Ending
• reminiscent of Holst's First
. Suite Chaconne ending:
· percussion roll and low voices
drop out upon the final
resolution.

Unit 8: Suggested Listening
Holst, Gustav. The Planets.
Holst, Gustav. Fit:st Suite in Kjlat
Holst, Gustav. Second Suite in F
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Unit 9: Additional References and Resonrces
Holst, G. (n.d.). "Jupiter (The Bringer of Jollity)." On The Planets [Vinyl recording]. Music for
Pleasure.

Hal Leonard. (2017). James Curnow. Retrieved December 04, 2017, from https://
www.halleonard.com/biographyDisplay.do?id-395&subsiteid=l
Holst, G. (1979). The Planets. London: Boosey and Hawkes.
Holst, G. ( 1991 ). Chroale jimn Jupiter (From The Planets) (J. Curnow, Arr.). New York City,
NY: G. Schitmer, Inc.
Music Sales Classical. (2014). Gustav Holst. Retrieved December 04, 2017, from http://
www.musicsalesclassical.com/composer/short-bio/712
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Christmas

oncerto

#3
For Soloist and Band

obert . mith
(b. 1958)
Publisher: Belwin-Mills Publishing
Date of Publication:
2003
Duration:
2: l 0
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Unit 1: Composer
Robert W. Smith is currently serving as the Coordinator of the Music Industry program at Troy
State University in Alabama. Having earned a Bachelor of Music Education degree from Troy
State and a Master of Music degree from the University of Miami, where he studied with Dr.
Alfred Reed, Smith has become one the most prolific modem American composers. He is also
President and CEO ofRWS Music Company (Smith, 2015).
Unit 2: Composition
Smith describes his piece as having been specifically written to address the National Standards
for Music Education, most directly Content Standard #2, which requires musicians to play alone
and with others (Smith, 2003). Exposing students concerto writing so early provides a great
playing opportunity as well as a fantastic chance to teach about famous conce1ii and musicians
who perfom1 them.
Unit 3: Historical Perspective
The first solo concerti are thought to have originated during the Baroque era, as the popularity of
concerto grosso began to decline and as an alternative to the concertino. Popular examples of
early solo wind concerti such as Bach's Brandenburg Concerti and Mozart's oboe concerti show
string orchestras accompanying the virtuosic solo instrument. While wind ensembles have
historically been less popular vehicles for accompanying concerti, (except for transcriptions)
modern composers have begun to expand the idea of a what a concerto can be.
Unit 4: Technical Considerations
Smith writes his third Christmas concerto using the standard American concert band
instrumentation, and requires a minimum of six percussionists to perform all parts. The solo part
can be given to any instrument or can be played by multiple students. Smith notes that "dynamic
markings notated throughout each solo section will require adjustment based on the instruments
that have been selected for solo performance. Please feel free to adjust as needed for a
successful performance," (Smith, 2003). The solo is divided into three sections, based on the
carol material, and has been scored "to allow different musical strengths to be featured. The first
section, based on 'Deck the Halls,' is most effective with a student who is comfortable with
varying articulations, allowing for a more musical perfommnce. The middle section of the piece,
based on 'God Rest Ye Merry Gentlemen,' features longer phrases and a smooth, flowing
melody. The final section, based on 'Jingle Bells,' is accessible to all students at this
level," (Smith, 2003). Finally, the bell part is almost completely independent of any other parts.
It is important and will require a confident percussionist.
Unit 5: Stylistic Considerations
Most likely to be young students' first experience with a concerto, balance to the soloist must be
top priority. Articulations are very clearly marked, and should be exaggerated. For example, the
staccato in the first and second section create a fantastic effect. Again, regarding balance: be
sure the trumpet part beginning at measure 48 does not over power the soloist.
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Unit 6: Musical Elements
MELODY:
The melody is exactly what one would expect from these three Christmas carols and there is
nothing out of the ordinary. The melody is exclusively in the solo part, with the exception of the
introduction and a short transition.
HARlv1ONY:
The piece is written in E-flat major, and while the key signature never changes, the middle
section departs in favor of D minor, and the ending is B-flat major. The hannonic rhythm is what
one would expect to see in traditional Christmas carols/hymns, albeit creatively scored.
RHYTHM:
The most complicated rhythm students will deal with in Christmas Concerto #3 is a dotted
quarter-eighth that appears frequently. However, since this associated with a familiar melody,
directors shouldn't anticipate a problem. The repetitive staccato eighth notes in the woodwinds
and horn may prove challenging for some to count, but Smith does provide the quarter note on
beat one to help anchor young students to a four beat measure.
TIMBRE:
Once the solo begins, the texture of this piece remains largely the same. Thinly orchestrated to
protect the soloist, staccato is the articulation of choice, and short statements punctuate the
soloists phrases. The "Jingle Bells" section finally opens up to a thicker sound that isn't so
exposed for individual parts.
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Unit 7: Form and Structure

major

Deck the Halls - B

15-18

Flute/Oboe/Trumpet
countermelody; bass
accompaniment speeds
flat major

God Rest Ye - B

37-47

Driving rhythm stops/whole
notes; back to staccato eighth
notes to finish out section; D
minor

Jingle Bells - A

48-55

ensemble; full percussion;
trumpet fanfare;. moving
staccato eighths in flute/oboe;
B-flat

Jingle Bells - I'(

56-64

As before, augmented ending;
B-flat major

Codetta

Unit 8: Suggested Listening
Bach, J.S., Brandenburg Concerti.
Mozart, W.A. Oboe Concerto in C lvfajor.
Smith, Robert W. Christmas Concerto
Smith. Robe1t W. Clui~tmas Concerto #2

Jingle Bells material: B-flat major
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Unit 9: Additional Resources
Smith, R. W. (2003). Christmas Concerto #3. Van Nuys, CA: Belwin-Mills Publishing.
Smith, R. W. (2015). About. Retrieved December 04, 2017, from https://rwsmithcomposer.com/
about/
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IID
From A CHARLIE BROWN CHRISTMAS

Vince Guaraldi (1928-1976)
arr. Michael Sweeney
(be 1952)

Publisher:
Date of Publication:
Duration:

Hal Leonard
2003
2:20
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Unit 1: Composer
Vince Guaraldi was a jazz pianist and composer who lived from 1928-1976 in California. He
began performing while he was attending San Francisco State College, playing weddings, high
school concerts, and sat in with Sonny Criss and Bill Harris. He eventually formed his own trio
with Eddie Duran on guitar and Dean Reilly on bass. This original "Vice Guaraldi Trio" can be
heard on two album recordings: "The Vince Guaraldi Trio" (1956) and "A Flower is a Lonesome
Thing" (1957) (Bang, 2010).
The arranger, Michael Sweeney, is the Director of Band Publications for Hal Leonard and still
serves as a composer and arranger, primatily known for his writings for young bands. Previously
a school band director in Ohio and Indiana, Mr. Sweeney is a graduated of the Jacobs School of
Music at Indiana University, where he earned a Bachelor of Music Education degree in 1977.
Since joining the staff at Hal Leonard in 1982, he has published over 500 of his works through
the company (Hal Leonard, 2017).

Unit 2: Composition
Christmas Time Is Here can easily be described as one of the most famous of Guaraldi 's
compositions. Written for what turned out to be the first ever Peanuts television special in
December of 1965, the piece became synonymous with not only "A Charlie Brown Christmas,"
but also the holiday season in general (Bang, 2010). The piece is binary in nature. Excluding the
short introduction, transition, and coda, Christmas Time Is Here uses a clear A and B section,
slightly varied in subsequent statements. In Sweeney's arrangement, ensemble instrnmentation
is standard, with the bass line doubled in several parts to aid in accessibility.
Unit 3: Historical Perspective
Guaraldi was hired in 1964 to compose the music for Charles Schulz's first Peanuts television
special, "A Boy Named Charlie Brown," which lacked funding and was never aired. The
unaired program did catch the attention of sponsor Coca-Cola, who fonded "A Charlie Brown
Christmas" in December of 1965. The Peanuts characters first sang the words, written by Lee
Mendelson, during that special: "Christmas time is here/ happiness and cheer. / Fun for all that
children call/ their favo1ite time of the year," (Bang, 2010).
Unit 4: Technical Considerations
A transcription taken from a prominent jazz artist, Christmas Time Is Here certainly presents
some challenges for young bands. Written using the standard American concert band
instrumentation, the clarinet and trumpet voices are divided into a first and second parts.
Percussion parts are separated into the bell part, percussion 1 (suspended cymbal, snare, and
bass) and percussion 2 (suspended cymbal and tambourine.) The percussion I part could easily
be played by a drnm set or three individual players. The suspended cymbal in the percussion I
part is used as a ride, while the cymbal in the percussion 2 part is used for rolls with yarn mallets.
Moderately slow at quarter note equals 80 beats per minute, students should not have trouble
with rhythms, but percussionists will need to be careful not to speed up their quarter note pulse.
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For some students, resting on beat 1 and entering strongly on beat 2 may be challenging;
isolating such parts to ensure accuracy is recommended. Finally, with many jazz chords being
present, many accidentals are present in the key ofE-flat major.

Unit 5: Stylistic Considerations
A jazz ballad, Christmas Time Is Here should remain straight in style, rather than swung.
Dynamics are carefully marked and should be adhered to, particularly the two measure
crescendo/decrescendo marked in the introduction and coda. Any half note entrance on beat 2
should be play with a soft accent and quick decay, similar to a bell tone without the harsh attack.
Finally, be sure students are aware of the differences between slurring and tonguing, as the
melody specifically is well-marked.
Unit 6: l\1usical Elements
MELODY:
Based mostly on jumps of thirds, the melody of the verse only contains a lowered seventh,
(which moves down chromatically) with everything else staying diatonic. The chorns uses a
lowered third, leaving only potentially two unfamiliar notes for young players in the melody.
HARMONY:
Christmas Time Is Here is a fantastic piece to use for expanding students' harmonic comfort
level. The piece can teach a whole new level oflistening, since almost every chord includes a
seventh.
The verse progression in the key ofE-flat major is:
F- bVIIb7- F- bVIlb7 - iii - iv7 - iii7 - biii7- ii7 - y1 - F
RHYTHM:
Being in 3/4 time can sometimes prove challenging for young bands. The rhythms in this piece
are somewhat repetitive, and thus are easily practiced using wann-up exercises. The main
rhythmic challenge for students is to differentiate between the dotted quarter-eighth note
rhythms, (for example, in flute/clarinet measure 5) and the straight qumter note rhythms, (as in
low winds measure 13).
TIMBRE:
Sweeney maintains the original mellow feel of the piece; the jazz ballad styling is upheld in an
attainable format for the young ensemble. He also changes the texture in ways that weren't
necessary in the original combo setting. For example, in measure 13, low voices take the melody
for four bars, while at measure 21 he layers a thicker orchestration by adding a brief
countennelody in alto saxophone and horn, then a response in the flute in measure 22. At
measure 29, low voices are removed to create a feeling of stillness.
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Unit 7: Form and Structure

Transition

45-47

Coda

48-54

Four measures of introduction
br<)ke1n 17 chord.

m,,tAr·iRI·

Unit 8: Suggested Listening
Adele, arr. John Berry, Sky/all.
Guaraldi, Vince, Christmas Time is Here, by The Vince Guara!di Trio, (original).
Guaraldi, Vince, arr. John Moss. Christmas Time with Charlie Brown.
Guaraldi, Vince, arr. Mark Taylor. Christmas Time Is Here.

Unit 9: Additional Resources
Hal Leonard. (2017). Composer Biographies - lvfichael Sweenev. Retrieved December 03, 2017,
from https://www.ha!!eonard.com/biographyDisplav.do ?id= 174&subsitcid= I
Bang, D. (20 I 0). A Few Words About D1: Funk. Retrieved December 03, 2017, from http://
www. vincel!uaraldi.comfbiography.htrn
Guaraldi, V (2003). Christmas Time Is Here (M. Sweeney, Arr.). Milwaukee, WI: Hal Leonard.
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Counting Stars
Recorded by OneRepublic

Words and Music by Ryan Tedder

arr.

obert Longfield
(b. 1958)
Publisher: Hal Leonard Publishing
Date of Publication:
2013
Duration:
2:00
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Unit 1: Composer
Having earned degrees in music education and performance from the University of Michigan and
the University of Miami, Robert Longfield spent 42 years as a music educator in Michigan and
Florida. He continues to serve as the conductor of the Greater Miami Symphonic Band, as well
as add to his list of published compositions, currently at over 400 works (Hal Leonard, 2017).
Unit 2: Composition
Ryan Tedder, in an interview with Billboard's Andrew Hampp, speaks of most popular music
addressing matters of romantic relationships or "selfish" topics, such as how great the writer/
singer's life is. Tedder says he thinks the success of the song is due to its subject matter of the
human life and faith, a subject that has not been as popular with songwriters as some more
superficial (Hampp, 2013). The original is written in the key of C-sharp minor and nses the
progression C#m-E-B-A, whereas this band arrangement is written a half step lower in C minor,
using the progression Cm-Eb-Bb-Ab.
Unit 3: Historical Perspective
Below are the lyrics to the chorus of the original recording by Ryan Tedder. There is an apparent
slant away from superficial subject matter that typically dominates mainstream popular music.
Lately I've been, I've been losing sleep
Dreaming about the things that we could be
But, baby I've been, I've been praying hard
Said no more counting dollars, we'll be counting stars
Yeah, we'll be counting stars
Unit 4: Technical Considerations
Longfield uses the standard American concert band instrumentation, with the clarinet, alto
saxophone, and trumpet voices divided into two parts each. The percussion 1 part is written for
drum set, but be easily be divided up for multiple players.

The arrangement follows a typical four chord popular music style progression, but there is value
in the orchestration. Balance is key, since often the melody is only in one or two voices, while
the rest of the band is accompaniment. Listening across the ensemble will be beneficial in this,
and to aid in this directors should allow the band to perform the piece without a conductor. This
will force the group to rely on their ears, something that young groups can always use practice
with.
A1iiculations are clearly indicated and should be followed precisely. Also, as with most popular
arrangements, there are some instances of the melody being tied across bar lines. Luckily, it
stays quite trne to the original recording, which will help students visually associate these new
rhythms and gain aural awareness of them.
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Unit 5: Stylistic Considerations
As stated before, balance and listening will prove key to a successfol performance. The slower
opening section should be played as an alto saxophone solo, or optional soli, and the soloist
should be given small freedoms to rubato in the first four measure of the piece. To allow
students trne artistic license, try to refrain from conducting at least until the ritardando in
measure 9, if not until the faster tempo at measure 11.
Unit 6: Musical Elements
MELODY:
The alto saxophones carry the melody throughout most of the piece, ( along with other voices for
texture variance) and span an octave range between their written A's, (concert C). In the key of
C minor, there are no accidentals to be found in this piece. The melody features leaps of major
6ths, but they are limited to the woodwinds. Brass players do get the melody several times
briefly, but only during melodic lines that include primarily stepwise motion.
HAIUvIONY:
In the key of C minor, the progression is Cm-Eb-Bb-Ab. The harmonic rhythm is one chord per
measure, with the exception of an extension of the Ab chord that happens from measure 30 to 34,
and again from measure 50-52.
RHYTHM:
As stated previously, the tied rhythms over barlines beginning in measure 23 could prove
challenging. However, they are close enough to the original Tedder recording that most students
should not struggle, especially after some guidance. Accompaniment voices will need to focus
on even playing; with notes being marked staccato, students will tend to rnsh if they are not
listening around them. Finally, measure 53 begins a challenging rhythmic section due to
articulation patterns. Slow repetition and focused rehearsal will be necessary to master the
ending of this piece.
TIMBRE:
The initial texture of this piece feels very intimate, with only the clarinets accompanying the
saxophone soloist. The introduction gradually builds as low voices ended at a mezzopiano level,
then flutes and oboes double the melody to punctuate the phrase prior to the tempo speeding up.
After the tempo bump, there is essentially a bass line consisting of the bassoon, bass clarinet,
baritone saxophone, trombone/baritone, and tuba. While percussion is laying down a rock beat,
all the accompaniment parts are playing directly on at the beat, perhaps to aid in the learning of
the more challenging melodic rhythms.
The timbre changes slightly as the melody shifts to a higher range of the woodwinds, while the
bass voices shift to a pattern more akin to a rock kick drum: quarter note, rest, two eighth notes,
rest.
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Unit 7: Form and Structure

A

1-10

Alto saxophone solo; clarinet
accompaniment; lows join mm.
5; flute oboe join mm. 9;
ritardando

D

53-60

Quarter note bass line/
percussion; steady eighth note
melody tied over barline with
uneven accent pattern.

Unit 8: Suggested Listening
Tedder, Ryan, arr. Sean O'Loughlin. Counting Stars.
Tedder, Ryan. "Counting Stars" original OneRepublic recording.

Unit 9: Additional Resources
Hampp, A. (2013). Ryan Tedder Q&A: 011 011eRep11b/ic'., 'Counting Stars,' New Beyonce &
B0110'., Advice. Retrieved December 04, 2017, from http://www.billboard.com/articles/
col umnsipop-shop/ 5800825 irvan-tedder-qa-on-onercpub lics-count in!!-S tars-newbev once-bonos

Hal Leonard. (2017). Composer Biographies - Robert Lo11g/ield. Retrieved December 04, 2017,
from https://www.halleonard.com/biographvDisplav.do?id= 397 &subsiteid= I
Tedder, R. (2013). Co11/lli11g Stars. Milwaukee, WI: Hal Leonard.
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December Sky
rik Morales
(b. 1966)
Publisher:
FJH Music Company
Date of Publication:
2005
Duration:
2:36
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Unit 1: Composer
Erik Morales grew up in south Florida and studied composition at Florida International
University, earning his bachelor's degree from the University of Louisiana at Lafayette. His
compositions span many instrumental mediums, and he maintains an active composing and
conducting schedule in addition to his private trumpet studio (FJH Music Company, n.d.).
Unit 2: Composition
Morales's December Sky is a lyrical piece, complete with expressive qualities such as multiple
tempo changes and a modulation from E-flat major to B-flat major. Morales writes a forward to
the piece: "On a crisp, cold night in December, she gazes upward and stands in awe of the
heavens. She realizes that the earth is only a tiny part of something much greater," (Morales,
2005).
Unit 3: Historical Perspective
The late Classical and Romantic eras were marked by artists taking notice of nature and trying to
recreate it. A fantastic example of the start of this trend is Beethoven's Sixth Symphony, known
as the pastoral symphony and depicting many scenes in nature. In the score, Morales writes that
the piece was inspired by gazing at the night sky with his daughter at their home in Louisiana
(Morales, 2005).
Unit 4: Technical Considerations
Morales writes December Sky for the standard American concert band instrnmentation, with the
clarinet and trnmpet voices divided into two voices each. Beware of percussion parts, as there
are only enough parts to keep two players busy. Perhaps doubling the flute or oboe part on a
vibraphone or the tuba part on a marimba might be in order to accommodate extra percussionists.
Also important to note is the modulation from E-t1at major to B-t1at major at measure 21, where
there is also a tempo change. Four tempo changes in total in this piece, counting a rubato section
in the coda.
Unit 5: Stylistic Considerations
December Sky utilizes many long notes, such as half notes and whole notes, meaning this is a
perfect opportunity to teach students to give such notes direction and to not just play, but perfonn
every note. Keeping in mind the wonder and amazement of looking at the night sky, the entire
piece is building toward measure 36, and then slowly fades away, perhaps as the sky gazers fall
asleep under the stars.
Unit 6: Musical Elements
MELODY:
The melody is completely diatonic and seems to be based in leaps of fourths. It is introduced by
the clarinet, who is joined by flutes at measure 9. Melody is handled almost exclusively by
woodwinds, with the occasional exception of trumpets joining as orchestration thickens.
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HARMONY:
Mr. Morales traditional tonal haimony, beginning in the key ofE-flat major, and ending in B-flat
major. He does utilize the occasional extended harmony, such as the D-flat major chord in
measure 7 functioning as a bVII.
RHYTHM:
Rhythms in December Sky are limited to whole, half, quarter, and eighth notes. Eighth notes are
always paired together, so there are no instances of syncopation. Wind players will need to work
toward long, smooth phrasing.
TIMBRE:
The beginning of the piece has a certain stillness caused by the long-notes in the accompaniment
that is only intemipted by the flowing melody. The color changes slightly and a sense of
movement is achieved in measure 21, building until the climax at measure 36, after which it
quickly falls back into a sense of stillness like the beginning.
Unit 7: Form and Structure

B

Flu.tes jofn melody, trumpets/
oboe join later; low voices join
accompaniment.

Transition

19-20

Suspension/resolution setting up
modulation to B-flat major

A'

21-28

As before', but expanded beyond
clarinet choir. Slightly faster

B'

29-41

Big build to measure 33 with
ritardando/crescendo, maintain
slower tempo; big arrival at
measure 36, then quick
decrescendo.

Transition

41-44

Extended transition; briefly G-flat
major

Coda

45-48

Back to B-flat major for gentle
finish.

Unit 8: Suggested Listening
Morales, Erik. Eq1111s.
Morales. Erik. Three ,vfeditations.
arr. Morales, Erik. Shenandoah.
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Unit 9: Additional Resources
FJH Music Company. (n.d.). Erik Morales. Retrieved December 05, 2017, from https://
www.fihmusic.com/composer/emorales.htm
Morales, E. (2005). December Sl,,y. Fort Lauderdale, FL: FJH Music Company.
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iary of a Grumpy If
'Twas the Week Before Christmas

Timothy Loest
(b. 1963)

Publisher:
FJH Music Company
Date of Publication:
2011
Duration:
3:30
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Unit 1: Composer
Timothy Loest had his first work published in 1995, and has since become an exclusive
composer and ananged for FJH Music Company. Along with 74 other published works and two
supplemental method books, Mr. Loest's "Warm Ups and Beyond" has sold more than 175,000
copies. Known primarily for his works for young band, his artistic style comes from more than
thirty years serving in the classroom, cnnently serving as the band director at F.E. Peacock
Middle School in Itasca, Illinois. Mr. Loest holds a Bachelor of Music Education degree from
Illinois State University and a Master of Music degree from Northwestern University, (Loest,
n.d.).
Unit 2: Composition
Dimy of a Grumpy Elf is a fun piece that helps teach a sense of showmanship in young students.
This piece chronicles the story of Leon, an elf that is new to working for Santa. Leon gets to
narrate spoken interludes between the band's statement of classic Christmas carols with a new
spin that helps paint the picture of Leon's struggles (Loest, 2011 ).
Unit 3: Historical Perspective
The first apparent connection between Santa and elves appears to come from the 1823 poem,
now commonly referred to as "The Night Before Christmas," in which Santa is called a "jolly,
old elf." The next development in the elf-to-Christmas connection came in 1857, when Harper's
Weekly published another poem, called "The Wonders of Santa Claus." This is suspected to be
the first appearance of elves working to build the toys Santa delivers on Christmas night. In the
following decades, elves continued to be known as Santa's helpers, feverishly toiling away in the
workshop. Christmas elves have appeared in pop culture in Norman Rockwell's 1922 painting,
in Disney's 1932 short movie, "Santa's Workshop," the 1964 television special, "Rudolph the
Red-Nosed Reindeer," and the 2003 movie starring Will Ferrell, "Elf." The latest development
in elves' cultural popularity is the "Elf on a Shelf," who are said to be informants that report to
Santa on children's behavior (Pappas, 2013).
Unit 4: Technical Considerations
Choosing the correct narrator is important to make this piece effective. Loest points out that
someone who can act the part is desirable. For example, choose someone who can perform the
lines with a "gruff, cantankerous voice," rather than someone who will simply read the lines. He
also suggests choosing an administrator or teacher, although the role can easily be played by a
student as well (Loest, 2011 ).
Percussionists will need to capable, as their parts are integral and quite independent from the
wind parts. There are plenty of fennati for which all students will need to practice taking visual
cues from the conductor. Finally, there is a quasi-aleatoric section that represents a battle. In this
section, students have to whistle descending glissandi to imitate the sound of missiles flying.
One or more bass drums are to sporadically strike loudly, representing cannon fire. If you have
two bass drums, they should be set on opposite ends of the stage for the best effect (Loest, 2011 ).
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Standard American concert band instrumentation is used, plus the narrator. There are three
percussion parts: a bell part, percussion 1 (snare drum and bass drum) and percussion 2 (sleigh
bells, crash cymbals, brake drum, and cowbell). A minimum of five percussionists are needed to
fill out the parts.

Unit 5: Stylistic Considerations
The multiple sections allow for brief samples of different styles of familiar holiday music, all
while being short enough to not intimidate the musicians. Appropriate style changes drastically
from section to section, and it is important for students to understand they are helping to tell a
story with their performance. Read the narrator's lines prior to playing each section to be sure
they understand the intended style. For example, it would be inappropriate to play the "Jolly Old
Saint Nicholas" section with a legato style because the depiction is one of Santa being in a bad
mood due to the high temperature. Instead, full-value, weighted marcato notes make far more
sense from melody to accompaniment. "Parade of the Wood Soldiers" should be played like a
march, "Deck the Hall" should emphasize the minor 2nd accompaniment due to Leon's disgust
with holly.
Unit 6: Musical Elements
MELODY:
Melodic material remains true to traditional renditions of each carol. Everything remains
diatonic in the key ofB-flat major, and despite two departures into C minor and ending in E-flat
major no accidentals are used.
HARMONY:
Very traditional harmony is used in Diwy of a Grumpy Elf. Beginning in B-flat major, it twice
leaves in favor of C minor, returning both times before ending the piece in E-flat major. Since
the key signature never changes, Loest avoids notes that would need to be altered outside ofBflat major, thus creating harmonic interest without adding difficulty for young students.
RHYTHM:
As a grade 1/2 piece, quarter, eighth, half, and whole notes represent the bulk of this work. In
"Deck the Hall," dotted quarter/eighth rhythms are used, but with the familiar song this should
not prove difficult. The accompaniment of this section does require attention, though, due to the
rest one beat one for clarinets, alto/tenor sax, and horn. The piece also ends in 3/4 time, although
the majority of the piece is in 4/4.
TIMBRE:
As an attainable piece for young or beginning bands, directors will appreciate the variety that
Diwy ofa Grumpy £//'provides. The introduction has three different lines happening at the same
time, with sufficient doubling across sections. But since the different musical lines compliment
each other so well rhythmically, the texture is quite difterent from that of measures 26-31. Here,
again there are three parts happening simultaneously, but due to slightly more contrasting
rhythms and minor 2nds, this texture feels much thicker. Even though this section may prove
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difficult to play for young bands, it is a small enough section that the goal is reasonable. Also,
low voices carry melodic lines occasionally throughout the piece, providing an appropriate
challenge for young musicians.
Unit 7: Form and Structure

Traditional march feel; trumpet/
clarinet melody; flute/oboe/bell
countermelody; quasi-aleatoric
battle scene; 8-flat major

3
Deck the Hall

26-31

Thick texture; minor 2nd
clusters; flute/oboe/trumpet/bell
melody; challenging snare drum
rhythm mm. 30; C minor

Narrator/Day 4

32

Fermata whole rest for band

Jingle Bells

33-40

Traditional Jingle Bells; brief low
brass melody; cowbell instead of
sleigh bells; B-ftat major

Narrator/Day 5
We Wish You a Merry Christmas

Fermata whole rest for band
42-54

3/4 meter; major 2nd divisi in
clarinet/trumpet; melody shared
by flute/oboe/trumpet and low
brass; E-flat major

Unit 8: Suggested Listening
Loest, Timothy. A Ca11terlnt1J' Christmas.
Locst, Timothy. Pictures at an Exhibition (Promenade, Bydlo. The Great Gate a/Kiev).
Loest, Timothy. Ten lvfasters in Two kfi1111tes.
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Unit 9: Additional Resources
FJH Music Company. (n.d.). Timothy Loest. Retrieved December 03, 2017, from http://
www.fjhmusic.com/composer/tloest.htm
Loest, T. (n.d.). Biography. Retrieved December 03, 2017, from http://www.timothyloest.com/
biography.html
Loest, T. (2011). Dimy of a Grumpy Elf; 'Twas the Week Before Christmas. Fo1t Lauderdale, FL:
FJH Music Company.
Pappas, S. (2013). E/fon a Shelf: The Strange Histo1y ofSanta's Little Helpers. Retrieved
December 03, 2017, from https://www.livescience.com/42051-history-of-elves.html
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French Dances

evisited

Mvt. 6 - Gigue

Adam Gorb
(b. 1958)

Publisher: G & M Brand British Music Publishers
Date of Publication:
2004
Duration:
3:56
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Unit 1: Composer
Adam Gorb was born in 1958 and started composing as early as age 10, In 1980, he graduated
from Cambridge University, where he studied music composition with Hugh Wood and Robin
Holloway. In 1993 he graduated with high honors from The Royal Academy of Music with a
Master of Music degree, and eventually continued on to earn his Ph.D. in composition from the
University of Birmingham. He currently serves as the Head of School of Composition at the
Royal Northern College of Music in Manchester, but has previously taught at universities in the
United States, Canada, Japan, and other countries in Europe. Dr. Gorb's music spans multiple
mediums, from piano works and large choral settings, to chamber wind pieces and anything in
between, His compositions have be lauded with multiple composition awards (Gorb, n.d.).
Unit 2: Composition
Dr. Gorb first had the idea for French Dances Revisited from an assignment he gave to his
students. He had asked them to write a variation on a Bach prelude, (BVW 939). This gave him
the idea to use the same prelude as the basis for a sort of Baroque suite, although he admits that
he hopes the final piece does not sound similar to Bach's work, but rather than it pays homage to
the style of his music. In regard to the Gigue, Dr. Gorb writes that it uses much canonic writing,
and that the theme of the first movement makes an appearance before the mood changes back to
a light, exuberant ending (Gorb, 2014).
Unit 3: Historical Perspective
A popular part of a Baroque Dance Suite along with allemande, courante, and sarabande, the
gigue most likely originated in the British islands where "jig" dances were popular since the 15th
century. Like the English gigues before them, French gigue that appeared in lute and
harpsichord music could most likely be found in compound meter. Unlike their English
counterparts, French gigues often engaged in heavy motivic manipulation, blurring the clarity the
previously existed in tenns of phrase length and texture (Little, n.d.).
Unit 4: Teehnical Considerations
Vvritten as an exercise in canonic motifs, being able to layer independent lines properly will take
time. Mostly written in compound meter, switching between 9/8, 12/8, and 6/8, with a tempo
marking of"presto," dotted qumter note= 168, musicians will be required to play with a light,
airy quality to achieve the playful nature of the gigue. There is a metric modulation from 12/8 to
4/4, and to accomplish this the dotted half note in 12/8 will equal a quarter note in 4/4. This
drops beats per minute drastically, down to 84. This is intended to fitlly revisit the overture
theme from the first movement, which was presented in augmentation several measures earlier.
Due to the augmentation, the tempo slows dramatically to accommodate the recapitulation. The
instrumentation required is that of a double wind quintet, which calls for two flutes, two oboes,
two clarinets, two bassoons, and two french horns. The second flute player is also assigned
piccolo, and the second oboe player is assigned a tambourine part toward the conclusion of the
movement.
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Unit 5: Stylistic Considerations
As with any chamber music, it is critically important that players have the same interpretation
regarding articulations. Marking the score quite well, Dr. Gorb indicates sweeping slurs that
require incredible rhythmic integrity. Most of these slurs should be given direction toward the
end, which is usually punctuated by a short eighth note. Entrances should be marked, but within
the style of the piece; avoid heavy playing, except at measure 576, where the horns, bassoons,
and clarinets play the overture theme (movement 1) in augmentation. This should be played
heavy and marcato to match the style used in the opening movement.
Unit 6: Musical Elements
MELODY:
The melody of this gigue is almost entirely stepwise and sequential, using leaps of typically 3rds
and 4ths, usually ascending. Initially the melody appears in D minor, then is subsequently in A
minor, then F major and E-flat major before ending in D major.
HARMONY:
Stable hannony begins in measure 511, and harmonic rhythm is slow in this movement to
accommodate the canonic writing. The gigue cycles through all the keys in which the melody is
written, albeit often lacking the third scale degree within the chords. Harmonies are mostly tonic
and dominant relationships.
RHYTHM:
Rhythms in gigue are quite diverse. While the melody is primarily eighth notes grouped in
threes in compound meter, the accompaniment can get rather varied. Mentioned repeatedly
already is the recapitulation of movement l's theme in augmentation, which utilizes long notes
tied over barlines. Grace notes are used as ornamentation routinely in all parts.
TIMBRE:
As mentioned earlier, the majority of this gigue has a very light and airy quality to it, due in part
to the treble voices being primarily responsible for the melody. There are instances however,
measures 526-531 for example, where the low voices take the melody, causing a thickening of
the texture. An example of the canonic structure of the piece can be found between measures
511 and 520, where clarinet I states the melody while two measures later the piccolo states it in
canon.
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Unit 7: Form and Structure

t)

Introduction

520-530

Fkrte 1 melody, then bassoon
melody

531-537

Aull! d88cana'ng igu-es .

- - - - - - - ~ ~ ' ; , _ -__

Main Theme
538-541

-l°"'""'"

j Oboe/Clarinet 1 melody

-- .. - - - . -. --~--- .. ~·· -. ---~-~-________,,...--1,,~-

642-650
--~-~~--

. _

551-557
..

.

. .

....... .

• ___ ._.

·-- --.-.

-<~:·-

--~. ·-- --·- ---~·--·

_,.-

di-, '""". _______ ,
decrescendo....

Oboe/Flute/Clarinet in canon
with melody

558-565

· Sequence: flute, oboe, clarinet,
then bassoon

566-575

Unsteady harmonically,
: transitioning into recap .

Development

. Clarinet and horn recap of first
movement theme in
augmentation in canon with
bassoons.

Simultaneous Recapituation

Coda

596-609

Lots of silence. Development of
mm. 510

610-619

Piu mosso. Similar to initial
statements of melody.

620-630

Repetition; tonic/dominant
motion speeds up.

Unit 8: Suggested Listening
l3ach. Johann Sebastian. Prelude in C, l3VW 939.

:
.
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Unit 9: Additional Resources
Gorb, A. (n.d.). Biography. Retrieved November 24, 2017, from http://www.adamgorb.eo.uk/
biography/
Gorb, A. (2014). Programme Notes -French Dances Revisited (2003-2004).
Retrieved November 24, 2017, from http://www.adamgorb.eo.uk/programme-notes/
programme-notes-french-dances-revisited-2003-2004/
Little, M. E. (n.d.). Gigue. Retrieved November 24, 2017, from http://
www.oxfordmusiconline.eom.ezproxy.messiah.edu/subscriber/article/grove/music/l l l23?
q=gigue&search=quick&pos= l &_start= 1#firsthit
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Funtango
hris Sharp
(b. 1959)

Publisher: FJH Music Company
Date of Publication:
2005
Duration:
2: I 0
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Unit 1: Composer
Chris Sharp holds degrees from the University of Florida and the University of Miami.
Currently serving as Director of Bands at Seminole State College in Sanford, Florida, Dr. Sharp
previously worked full-time as a trombonist and band leader at Walt Disney \Vorld for eleven
years. He still serves as arranger and orchestrator for Disney parks worldwide since 1984,
responsible for music for atmosphere groups, live shows, recording sessions, and national
television broadcasts. He is a popular composer for concert and jazz bands, having works played
during appearances at the Midwest Clinic (Sharp, 2005).
Unit 2: Composition
Dr. Sharp writes:
"Funtango is a novelty piece intended for first year players. It is compositionally a
tango in the classic sense, but contains many humorous percussion elements in the style
of Spike Jones. Wind players also have an opportunity to contribute percussion sounds
during a call-and-response clapping section," (Sharp, 2005).
Unit 3: Historical Perspective
See Unit 2. Fun tango is written in a traditional Latin tango style, tracing its origins back to the
mid-19th centnry (Tennine, 2009).
Unit 4: Technical Considerations
Dr. Sharp writes for the standard American concert band instrumentation, with the clarinet and
trumpet voices each divided into two parts. The abundance of percussion instruments will
require six percussionists, but there are simplified snare and bass drum parts for students not yet
comfortable with sixteenth notes. The clapping portion requires a strong sense of independence,
as there are complimentary rhythms between the wind players and the percussionists. It may be
advisable to have the winds clap palm-to-palm, to create a different texture to contrast the
percussionists clapping fingers-to-palm (Sharp, 2005).
Unit 5: Stylistic Considerations
Dr. Sharp offers dynamics but encourages experimentation to aid in comic effect. Articulations
should be carefully followed, as they are almost binary, switching between staccato and tenuto.
He also suggests perhaps using simple choreography (Sharp, 2005).
Unit 6: Musical Elements
MELODY:
The melody is in F minor, and so uses accidentals to accomplish a melodic minor scale with a
written key signature ofE-flat major. While melody lines exist in the piece, they shouldn't be
separated, but rather viewed as a whole, as the melody is formed through a combination of
melodic and accompaniment voices.
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HARtvfONY:
Even though the piece is written in a minor tonality with F serving as a tonal center, a more
familiar key signature of three flats is used. Due to this, a few accidentals are necessary, in
particular watch for concert B naturals in the alto saxophone and oboe parts at measure 36
(Sharp, 2005).

RHYTHM:
All voices will need to be extremely confident in their own part, due to rhythms being extremely
polyphonic. Complimentary though they may be, the bass line figure in the low voices may
prove difficult to line up with the primary melodic Jines if students are not comfortable counting
their own parts. All players will experience syncopation at some point in this piece, so it can be
viewed as an excellent reinforcement of that skillset.
TIMBRE:
After the introduction, the scoring is quite thick and polyphonic beginning at measure 5.
Measure 21 provides more unison orchestration, while measure 29 feels like a complimentary
legato "aside." Percussion continue the driving Latin feel for all but the clapping call-andresponse section.
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Unit 7: Form and Structure

Revolclng of first A theme with

A'

slightly changed rhythms.

D
B'
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21-26, 53-54
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•D.S. al Coda; last two bars= . ·
· percussion only

Coda

55-56

Full ensemble unison.

Unit 8: Suggested Listening
Sharp, Chris. Largo ji'om Symphony No. 9.
Sharp, Chris. The Spacious Firmament on High.
Sharp. Chris. Vision Quest.
Unit 9: Additional References and Resources
Terrnine, L. (2009). A1ge11tina, Uruguay b11tJ' hatchet to snatch tango honor. Retrieved
December 05, 2017, from https://web.archive.org/web/20 l 40227234508/http:/!
www.google.com/hostednews/alp/article/ALeqM5hy8EO 1hEp3 BVG-vnlwrClzXfoA7A
Sharp, C. (2005). F1111ta11go. Fort Lauderdale. FL: FJH Music Company.
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A Grand Opening

arren Mitchell
(b. 1964)

Publisher:
Grand Mesa Music
Date of Publication:
2013
Duration:
2:00
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Unit 1: Composer
Darren Mitchell was born in 1964 in Dallas, Texas. He holds a Bachelor ofMnsic degree from
the University of North Texas, having studied with Cindy McTee and Larry Austin. Mr.
Mitchell's is known as an award-winning video game composer, best known for his music from
"Turok: The Dinosaur Hunter," (Mitchell, 2013).
Unit 2: Composition
In the score, Mitchell writes that the piece was inspired by his son's school system reorganizing
from a middle school to a junior high. Since the first year of the new organization would be his
son's first year in the junior high band concert, Mitchell decided to compose a piece playable by
the ensembles that could mark the "grand opening," (Mitchell, 2013).
This piece is a Grade One work, dedicated to the 2012-2013 Kamiakin Middle School 7th Grade
Concert Band, under the direction of Mr. Ward Brannman (Mitchell, 2013)
The instrnmentation is suited for a young ensemble with many doubled parts using the standard
concert band instrnmentation, with the clarinet and trumpet each divided into first and second
parts.

Unit 3: Historical Perspective
Mitchell describes A Grand Opening as his first "serious" attempt at writing a grade 1 piece, and
he says it was more challenging than he would have expected (Mitchell, 2013). This could
perhaps be due to the works he crafted both before and after being grade 4+ and 5 pieces such as
A Quick Exit, Ascension, and Kirkland Overture (Darren Mitchell, n.d.). Mitchell accomplished
a piece that is comparable to others in the grade 1 literature, similar in fonn, instrumentation,
range, and overall length.
Unit 4: Technical Considerations
Wind parts are almost completely confined to the first octave of the concert B-flat scale, though
for a begi1ming band piece the trombone and euphonium parts spend a fair amount of time
toward the top of the scale. In fact, the trombone exceeds the boundaries of the first octave
several times, making upper range a challenge. There are five percussion parts that can be
played with a minimum of seven percussionists. Percussion I uses bells and wind chimes,
percussion 2 uses chimes and wood block, percussion 3 uses snare and bass drums, requiring two
percussionists, and percussion 4 uses crash cymbals, tambourine, suspended cymbal, and
triangle, also requiring two percussionists. The additional part and percussionist are for the
timpani, tuned to B-flat and F requiring no tuning within the piece. Snare drum and timpani
players both utilize rolls, so it is important to differentiate between the techniques.
Unit 5: Stylistic Considerations
Considering this piece a fanfare helps to appreciate its style. The short, two-measure calls from
the trumpets before a brief punctuation from the rest of the group is the repetitive kind of motif
found in exciting works designed to mark an event. As a work designed for a young band, the
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key to a musical performance of this piece is careful attention to dynamic contrast. Clearly
delineated sections of the music are each given their own detailed instrnctions, presumedly to
help teach the natural dynamic growth and decay that are implied in most musical phrases.
Listening across the ensemble to match articulations will prove to be a rewarding exercise, and
consideration should also be given to the endings of Mitchell's many three-note groupings.
Although he writes staccato markings, Mitchell desires diligence in assuring the note values are
long enough to sound the intended pitch.

Unit 6: Musical Elements
MELODY:
Through the work we find melodic themes to be largely question and answer based. For
example, beginning in measure 9, the trnmpets ask a two measure "question," following which
the rest of the ensemble answers with a two beat response. These short, two measure "questions"
characterize the piece and are largely based on legato stepwise motion.
HARMONY:
Written in the key of concert B-flat major, A Grand Opening utilizes only diatonic notes in the
B-flat major scale. Chordal use is primarily limited to B-flat major, E-flat major, and F major,
RHYTHM:
Note durations are limited to half, quarter, and eighth notes. There are no dotted rhythms in A
Grand Opening. However as mentioned earlier, care must be given to ensure wind players i;ive
the proper value to staccato eighth notes at the end of each slur marking.
TIMBRE:
Mitchell scores moments of fi.111 ensemble, as well as the occasional exposed part. Trnmpets play
independently quite frequently and flutes are on their own with the B section melody. As the
recapitulation of the A section begins, we hear instruments take turns in their consorts of reeds,
flutes/high reeds, high brass, and finally low brass before a full ensemble return.
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Unit 7: Form and Structure

Call/response between high
woodwinds and brass, pp;
Contrasting articulation; IV-I
chords. Two instances of a vi
chord in mm. 33 and 37.
Transition
re~d$,high
then low brass.
introduction material follows.

A'

50-61

Added WW/keyboard
ascending eighth note pattern;
Staccato WW countermelody
beginning at mm. 58.

Coda

62c67

Eighth note«motor»
established on beats 1. and 3;
phrasal extension in alto/
1-V-I
choral structure; pp with
crescendo.

Unit 8: Suggested Listening
MitchelL Dan-en. A Quick Start.
Mitchell, Darren. Ascension.
Mitchell, Darren. Kirkland Overture.
Swearing, James. Ascension (Fanf"arefor Band).
Vargas, Jorge. A King's Celebration.
Vogel, Kirk. Ancient City ofStone.
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Unit 9: Additional References and Resources
Darren Mitchell. (n.d.). Retrieved November 25, 2017, from https://www.grandmesamusic.com/
index.php?option=com_songpub&view=composer&id=83&Itemid= 1080

Mitchell, D. (2013). A Grand Opening. Grand Junction, CO: Grand Mesa Music.
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Li'l Liza Jane
(Featuring each section of the band)

arr@ Michael Story
(b. 1956)
Publisher: Belwin-Mills Publishing
Date of Publication:
2013
Duration:
2:00
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Unit 1: Composer
Michael Story is a prolific composer of wind band music that mostly writes for young bands of
elementary, junior, and senior high schools. Primarily known for his quality arrangements for
developing concert and marching bands, he has worked with many publishers to total over 1,200
compositions and arrangements. He holds bachelor and master degrees in music education from
the University of Houston (Alfred Music, 2013).
Unit 2: Composition
Li 'l Liza Jane is an arrangement of an African-American folk song by the same name that is
often sung in general music classrooms. Story writes:
"This arrangement of Li 'l Liza Jane features each section of the band, offering solo and
soli opportunities in call-and-response settings," (Traditional, 2013).
Unit 3: Historical Perspective
Published in a 1918 collection by Natalie Curtis Burlin called Negro Folk-Songs, the original
song called "Liza Jane" appears to be a love song that originated in Virginia (Traditional, 1918).
The text to the original folk song is as follows:
Come my love and go with me, Li'! 'Liza Jane;
Come my love and go with me, Li'! 'Liza Jane.
0, Eliza, Li'l 'Liza Jane.
0, Eliza, Li'! 'Liza Jane.
I've got a house in Baltimore, Li'! 'Liza Jane,
Street car runs right by my door, Li'! 'Liza Jane.
0, Eliza, Li'! 'Liza Jane.
0, Eliza, Li'! 'Liza Jane.
I've got a house in Baltimore, Li'! 'Liza Jane,
Brussels carpet on the floor, Li'! 'Liza Jane.
0, Eliza, Li'! 'Liza Jane.
0, Eliza, Li'I 'Liza Jane.
I've got a house in Baltimore, Li'I 'Liza Jane,
Silver doorplate on the door, Li'I 'Liza Jane.
0, Eliza, Li'! 'Liza Jane.
0, Eliza, Li'! 'Liza Jane.
Unit 4: Technical Considerations
Very achievable for a young band, Li'/ Lbz Jane is written in the key ofB-flat major and in 4/4
time. Story mentions in his note to the conductor that reviewing/introducing concert D-flat for
winds and concert G-flat for oboe and clarinet is advised. Both notes are used, but only once or
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twice throughout the entire piece, making this an excellent score to use for introducing these new
notes.
The piece is written for the standard American concert band instrumentation, and world parts are
available. Six percussionists are needed to comfortably play all parts without difficult instrument
changes. However, if the tambourine, cowbell, and wood block are mounted on stands, all parts
could be covered by only four percussionists.

Unit 5: Stylistic Considerations
The tempo of Li 'l Liza Jane is marked lively at quarter note = 116. In order to achieve the
"liveliness" desired, it is acceptable to exceed 116 slightly, but as long as the performance
remains unhurried with a light touch. Story writes that "all quarter notes, unless othenvise
marked, are to be played full-value." Directors will find that playing full-valued quarter notes as
instrncted will help naturally accent figures such as those in the flutes, oboe, clarinet, alto/tenor
sax, trnmpet, and horn in measure 10.
Unit 6: Musical Elements
MELODY:
Almost entirely stepwise, the melody's biggest leap within a phrase is a third. There is a jump of
a fifth at the end of the first phrase entering the second, but in the key ofB-flat major students
should be very familiar with these notes. Each section of the band is given the opportunity to
perform the melody in a featured way, including the rhythmic percussion.
HARMONY:
Li 'l Liza Jane begins and ends firmly in B-flat major, but not without a slight harmonic
departure. In fact, as soon as measures 3 and 4 Story briefly visit D-tlat major before using a iiV-I to get back to B-tlat. Chord use is otherwise standard, with some chromaticism in measures
16-18 adding interest.
RHYTHM:
As Story nonnally does well, in Li 'l Liza Jane he provides plenty of rhythmic unisons to make
players feel more secure. That being said, this piece serves as a good introduction to
syncopation, due to heavy use of the eighth-quarter-eighth-quarter pattern. Teach this by first
having students sing, which can also accomplish correct mticulation, then play on a single note,
then show the music. Percussion supports the syncopation by performing in unison with the
melodic winds. The accompaniment voices use half notes to provide harmonic context, rather
than also engaging in the syncopation.
TIMBRE:
Given the rhythmic unisons and simple harmonization of the melody, the piece only contains
three to four layers total. Story also provides the flexibility to offer solos to advanced players, or
to leave as a soli, allowing the whole band to experience the timbre of all the instruments' voices.
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Unit 7: Form and Structure
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Unit 8: Suggested Listening
Story, Michael. American Fantasy.
Smith, Robert and Michael Story. Shenandoah.
Traditional. Liza Jane.
Unit 9: Additional Resources
Alfred Music. (2013). IVIichael Story. Retlieved December 03, 2017, from http://
www.alfredpub.com/Company/Authors/MichaelStorv.aspx
Traditional. (1918). "Liza Jane." In N. C. Burlin (Author), Negro Folk-Songs. Book IV(pp.
41-50). New York City, NY: G. Schirmer. Retrieved December 3, 2017, from http://
kodalv.l111u.edu/son2.ctin?id=90 I
Traditional. (2013). Li'! Li::a Jane (M. Story, Ed.). Van Nuys, CA: Bclwin-Mills Publishing.
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Charles Carter
(1926-1999)

Publisher:
Bourne Company
Date of Publication:
1959
Duration:
4:24
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Unit 1: Composer
Charles Carter was born in Ponca, Oklahoma on July l 0, 1926. Having earned his Bachelor of
Music degree from Ohio State University and Master of Music from the Eastman School of
Music, he studied with Bernard Rogers and Wayne Barlow. Following his graduation from
Eastman, he worked for the United States government, spending his free time writing dance band
arrangements and playing in dance and show bands. In 1951, Carter was hired as arranger for
the Ohio State Marching Band, and also as part-time low brass instructor. Excited by his work,
the Ohio State Director of Bands, Manley Whitcomb, asked Carter to write a piece that he could
premiere during the next American Bandmasters Association meeting. In 1952, Metropolis and
Overture in Classical Style were written as Carters first venture into the educational market.
Carter followed Whitcomb to Florida State University to serve as his assistant, and arranged for
the university bands for another 43 years (Wind Repertory Project, n.d.).
Unit 2: Composition
Overture for Winds is an A-B-A piece that is undoubtedly Carter's most popular composition for
band. The opening theme is exciting and rhythmic, while the B section, derivative of the A
themes, is slower and lyrical. The final statement of the A section repeats much of the initial
statement, while building to the final climax. It has been likened to a musical theater style, due
to its bold material contrasting the expressive B section (Kistner, 2016).
Unit 3: Historical Perspective
See Units I and 2.
Unit 4: Technical Considerations
Overture for Winds is very clearly delineated in an A-B-A form. \Vritten in 2/4 meter, the
conductor may wish to conduct in 4 rather than 2 to encourage more linear playing, especially in
the B theme, (within the formal A section) where phrasal conducting may be appropriate.
Instrumentation is consistent with the standard American wind ensemble.
Unit 5: Stylistic Considerations
Until rehearsal letter C, the style is very indicative of an overture with singable melodies. At
letter C, the B section begins with euphonium solo in a very legato style. While the A sections
and B sections contrast staunchly, material used in the B section is derivative of A section
themes, helping to transition and tie the sections together. Students should be made aware of
these relationships.
Unit 6: Musical Elements
MELODY:
There are essentially three melodic motifs contained within 01•ertureji1r Winds. The A theme,
characterized by treble voices and notes in rapid succession. This is the main theme that it is
most likely for listeners to walk away humming. The B theme remains in 2/4 meter, however
phrasal conducting may be appropriate based on the contrasting legato style and linear rather
than rhythmic melody. Both the A and B themes are mostly constrncted using stepwise motion
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and small leaps of thirds. The C theme, contained within the formal B section, is written in 4/4
time with a reduced tempo. Euphonium signals the transition into this theme, which is initially
stated by a call-and-response between woodwinds and euphonium solo. The C theme contains
largely stepwise motion.
HARMONY:
With a key signature suggesting an E-flat tonic, the main A theme is constrncted using E-flat
Mixolydian. Chordal structure throughout the piece is standard tonal haimony. C Dorian is used
in the formal B section.
RHYTHM:
Rhythms are limited to sixteenth notes and longer in Overture for Winds. Dotted rhythms are
prominent, as are question-and-answer type rhythms between various sections of the band. For
example, in measure 7 the upper woodwinds finish their part of the phrase, in measure 8 the low
reeds and euphonium punctuate with their sixteenth note scalar arch, then in measure 9 the upper
woodwinds continue.
TIMBRE:
For the majority of the piece, woodwinds carry the melodies and brass instrnments are used as
accompaniment. Rehearsal letter D is the only portion of the piece using the full ensemble, with
the exception of portions of the ending, beginning at rehearsal letter K. When brass is added,
instrnments are added sparingly to the melody, such as first trumpet only, to provide a color
change.
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Unit 7: Form and Structure
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Unit 8: Suggested Listening
Gould, Morton. Svmphonv No. 4, (I 952)
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Unit 9: Additional Resources
Carter, C. (1959). Overture/or Winds. New York, NY: Bourne Co.

Kistner, Z., & Hampton, D. (2016). School 0;{Music Concert Band and Wind Ensemble
[Pamphlet]. Tacoma, WA: University of Puget Sound.
Wind Repertory Project. (n.d.). Charles Carter. Retrieved November 18, 2017, from http://
www.windrep.org/Charles_ Carter
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Parade of the
Gladiators
William Owens
(b. 1963)
Publisher: FJH Music Company
Date of Publication:
2007
Duration:
2:00
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Unit 1: Composer
William Owens is a seasoned music educator who cunently resides in Fort \Vorth, Texas with his
wife Georgia. He earned a Bachelor of Music Education degree in 1985 from Vandercook
College of Music in Chicago. An award winning composer, his works have been perfonned at
the Midwest Clinic and appear on many required repertoire lists both nationally and
internationally. A popular clinician throughout the United States, Mr. Owen is known for his
published works for middle and high school conceit bands ( Owens, 2007).
Unit 2: Composition
This processional-type piece is meant to paint a picture of the festiveness that accompanied the
professional fighters' public displays in ancient Rome. It has an aggressive opening, signaling
the gladiators entering the arena, followed by style-contrasting middle section that perhaps helps
illustrate the tender emotions associated with rooting for a gladiator, while the ending returns to
an exciting style for a climax, perhaps a celebration for the victors (Owens, 2007).
Unit 3: Historical Perspective
Professional fighters in the Roman era were known as gladiators, who were often prisoners and
slaves who had been trained to entertain the public by fighting to the death with another person
or a wild animal. The gladiators would always enter the arena along with jugglers, acrobats, and
other performers in a great parade, known as the pompa (Owens, 2007).
Unit 4: Technical Considerations
Owens writes Parade of the Gladiators for the standard American concert band instrnmentation,
with the clarinet and trnmpet voices divided into two voices each. Trombone, Baritone,
Euphonium, and Bassoon all double the same part, allowing for more confidence in the lower
voices. There are four written percussion parts, timpani, bells, percussion 1 (snare drum and bass
drum) and percussion 2 ( crash cymbals, triangle, and tambourine). Six percussionists will be
able to perform all the parts comfortably.

Unit 5: Stylistic Considerations
Parade of the Gladiators should be played in the style of a march, meaning with a bounce to add
energy. "Measures 26 through 44 may be played smoothly for style contrast, but eighth notes
should still bounce," (Owens, 2007). The accents in measure 44 in the low voices should be
stressed, and the piano at measure 50 is subito in nature (Owens, 2007).
Unit 6: Musical Elements
MELODY:
The melody of this piece is largely structured around the interval of a fourth. Written in the key
of F major, but utilizing a key signature with 2 flats, the leading tone is written as an accidental.
Both the A and B section melodies are quite simple, so students will be able to successfolly
perform them, but they also have a stately quality.
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HARMONY:
Written in the key of concert F major, Parade of the Gladiators utilizes only diatonic notes in the
F major scale, albeit they are sometimes written outside of the key signature. Chordal use is
primarily limited to F major, C major, and B-flat major.
RHYTHM:
Note durations are limited to whole, half, quarter, and eighth notes. There are occasional dotted
half notes in Parade of the Gladiators, and musicians will need to be careful of rests that
sometimes occur on beat one.
TIMBRE:
Owens scores this piece with a generally thick orchestration with unison rhythms. Timbre does
change at measure 28, as the treble voices introduce the B theme.
Unit 7: Form and Structure
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Unit 8: Suggested Listening
Mitchell, Darren. A Grand Opening.
Vargas, Jorge. A King's Celebration.
Vogel, Kirk. Ancient City ofStone.
Unit 9: Additional References and Resources
Owens, W. (2007). Parade of the Gladiators. Fort Lauderdale, FL: FJH Music Company.
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Publisher:
Queenwood/Kjos
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l 992
2:30
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Unit 1: Composer
Anne McGinty was born in Findlay, Ohio and began her college education at The Ohio State
University. She left OSU to pursue a career as a flautist, playing in the Tucson Symphony
Orchestra, the Tucson Pops Orchestra, and the TSO Woodwind Quintet before returning to
college to study at Duquesne University, where she earned her Bachelor of Music and Master of
Music degrees concentrating on flute performance, theory, and composition An advocate for
educational wind band literature, McGinty has written over 225 pieces for concert band, having
more than 50 times been commissioned by American bands (C.L. Barnhouse, n.d.).
Unit 2: Composition
Taken from the "About the Music" section of the score:
"The Red Balloon is an original composition based on a painting the composer saw just
once. The painting showed a small child and a grandfather, facing away. The two
people and the background were done in white on white. The only color in the painting
was the red balloon, held by the child. The music depicts the balloon floating in
air," (McGinty, 2002).
Unit 3: Historical Perspective
Program music is defined as "instrnmental music that describes, charactererizes, suggests,
interprets, or is inspired by a nonmusical subject or idea that the composer indicates through a
title and/or explanatory remarks," (Bodnar, 2010). This type of music grew in popularity during
the nineteenth century, when the Romantic movement pushed art to reference other forms of art.
Important works with programmatic subjects include, Berlioz' Symphonie Fantastique,
Schumann's Carnaval, Tchaikovsky's Overture 1812 and Romeo and Juliet, Mussorgsky's
Pictures at an Exhibition, Paul Dukas' The Sorcerer's Apprentice and Richard Strauss' Don Juan
and Till Eulenspiegel. Important programmatic works for concert band include Bassett's Colors
and Contours, Schuman's Gemge Washington Bridge, Delio Joio's Scenes jiwn the Louvre,
Colgrass' Winds ofNagual, and Maslanka's A Child's Garden ofDreams (Bodnar, 2010).
Unit 4: Technical Considerations
McGinty writes for the standard American concert band instrnmentation, with the clarinet and
trnmpet voices each divided into two parts. She gives specific instrnctions for certain points in
the score: at measure 17 ensure that tied notes are played with support for the entire duration so
the pitch remains unchanged. Be snre the four-part chords are balance appropriately at measure
37, 39, 40, and 41. At measure 81, qnarter notes must remain full value. Finally, as the melody
is passed from one group to another, be sure there are no gaps between what should be a
seamless transition (McGinty, 2002).
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Unit 5: Stylistic Considerations
Four-bar phrasing is important in The Red Balloon. Since the tune is always slurred, be careful
to not fall victim to cutting the final note of each slur short, as this will create a gap which breaks
from the style.
The first statement of the A theme only uses woodwind and light percussion, which should create
an "ethereal" quality (McGinty, 2010). This style will be aided by removing any natural accent
found on beat 1. This, in combination with the clarinet phrasing across the bar lines will add a
forward motion.

Unit 6: Musical Elements
MELODY:
Handing off the melody seamlessly is an important effect for mastering this work, as sometimes
the melodic lines are elided and sometimes they come to a rest before continuing in another
voice. The melody is most often grouped in four-measure phrases and is first introduced by flute
and oboe beginning in measure 1. The A theme is constantly being varied by transposition and
scoring.
HARMONY:
Ms. McGinty uses Lydian mode prominently, based on C, G, D-flat, B-flat, F, E-flat, and G-flat.
D major and E-flat major are also used briefly.
RHYTHM:
The biggest rhythmic challenge of this piece are the ties over the bar lines, found in the clarinet
accompaniment figures. Also, the dotted-quarter-and-eighth note rhythm is found in every
instance of the main A theme. Remind students to subdivide throughout for a successful
perfommnce.
TIMBRE:
As mentioned earlier, a light, ethereal tone quality is required of all wind players, as well as
sensitive playing from the percussionists. For young percussionists especially, this piece does a
good job of showing the complimentary role percussionists are to play in ensembles, rather than
one of overpowering. Color changes happen quite frequently as the melody is passed from voice
to voice, for example as in measures 55 through 63.
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Unit 7: Form and Structure

37-46

Low brass melody in first four
measures, E-flat major; WW and
horn have second phrase,
altered rhythmically, repeated
through ritardando; G Lydian

--~=-,--~~-cc-c---=-, cc;,·-.,---,,-_---c•--•·-;-••---

------- _- -

i Alto sax melody witp.flute added
' late;; El-flat Lydi;m

• ----•-••. -----•••-•----•-

B'

-•- --•••· ____ ,,•_,L·. • .

. 55-62

A'"''

63-70

A!JHJI

71-80

A""'''

81-92

Melody in flute, then trumpet,
then back to flute/oboe/clarinet/
horn/ten sax; harmonically
unstable.

-

Unit 8: Suggested Listening
Colgrass, Michael. Winds o/Nagual.
Delio Joio, Norman. Scenesfi-0111 the Louvre.
McGinty, Anne. American Folk T!-ilogy.
Schuman, William. Ge01ge Washington Bridge.

Almost unison statement of A
theme; F Lydian
,_____

----

----- ------

Second phrase of A theme in
Trumpet (E-flat Lydian);
shortened B theme melody; Gflat Lydian
As the beginning, but slightly
altered; melody passed from
trumpet to bells tofjute/obot'l;
incomplete melodic cadence;
_bell solo; C Lydian
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Unit 9: Additional Resources
C.L. Barnhouse Company. (n.d.). Anne McGinty. Retrieved December 04, 2017, from http://
www.barnhouse.com/composers.php?id-4

Bodnar, E. (2010). 'The Red Balloon." In R. B. Miles (Author), Teaching A1usic Through
Peiformance in Band (2nd ed., Vol. I, pp. 225-233). GIA Publications.
ff_

McGinty, A. (2002). The Red Balloon. San Diego, CA: Queenwood/Kjos.
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Star Wars:
The Force Awakens

John Williams
(b~ 1932)
arr. Robert Longfield

Publisher: Hal Leonard Corporation
Date of Publication:
20 l 6
Duration:
I:50
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Unit 1: Composer
John Williams is perhaps one of the most accomplished and successful composers of film music
in the modern era. On the concert stage, he has served as music director of the Boston Pops
Orchestra and maintains working relationships with the Boston Symphony Orchestra, the New
York Philhannonic, the Chicago Symphony, and the Los Angeles Philharmonic. In a 40 year
partnership with Steven Spielberg, Williams is responsible for the film scores for Schindler
List, E.T.: The Extra-Terrestrial, Jaws, Jurassic Park, and four Indiana Jones films. Other films
for which Williams has composed the music for Star Wars, Superman, and Harry Potter
(Gorfaine/Schwartz, 2017).

s

Having earned degrees in music education and performance from the University ofMichigau and
the University of Miami, Robert Longfield spent 42 years as a music educator in Michigan and
Florida. He continues to serve as the conductor of the Greater Miami Symphonic Band, as well
as add to his list of published compositions, currently at over 400 works (Hal Leonard, 2017).
Unit 2: Composition
Containing music written for the motion picture Star Wars: The Force Awakens, Robert
Longfield was able to craft an arrangement that young bands can be excited about. An estimated
grade 1.5-2, Longfield uses the original main theme from the Star Wars franchise, and also
incorporates music exclusive to the 2015 movie release, March of the Resistance. Arranged in
an attainable way that maintains integrity, Longfield's atTangement captures the experience of
playing Williams's music.
Unit 3: Historical Perspective
Perhaps one of the most prolific living composers, John Williams is an excellent example of a
modem mt music composer. Thanks to his film scores, Williams has gained a following akin to
that of popular music mtists. His brilliant thematic material harkens to the origins of
programmatic music and tone painting. 'While tone painting principles date back to Gregorian
chant, programmatic music was first popularized by Beethoven with his 6th "Pastoral"
Symphony. It seems clear that all film music draws its heritage from the early programmatic
music of the Classical and Romantic periods, with their quickly recognizable themes and
thematic development.
Unit 4: Technical Considerations
Performing this arrangement comes with a directive from the publisher:
"This anangement is for concert use only. The use of costumes, choreography or other
elements that evoke the story or characters of this musical work is
prohibited," (Williams, 2017).

Williams uses the standard American concert band instrumentation, with the clarinet, alto
saxophone, and trumpet voices each divided into two parts.
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Beginning students may find challenge in the accompaniment parts, as they often emphasize
what would normally be "weak" beats, while resting on "strong" beats. The ritardando in
measure 20, moving into a modulation and faster tempo in measure 21 is certainly an exercise in
watching, and will be a spot students should practice often on their own to ensure correct notes in
the new key. As is normally the case with John Williams's music, he often has more than one
kind of accompaniment happening simultaneously, so prioritizing to protect the melody is an
important skill students will gain from this work.

Unit 5: Stylistic Considerations
This piece can best be described as a fanfare, from beginning to end. As with most fanfares,
brass instruments play a very important role, and woodwinds are utilizing articulations that best
mimic the brass family. Leaps of 4ths and 5ths abound in the main theme as the melody follows
along the harmonic series. The march section provides contrast through heavier use of melodic
woodwinds and staccato aiiiculations. Bands must be careful not to rush the separated note
values.
Unit 6: Musical Elements
MELODY:
The melody of the main theme is written in B-flat major, and bonows A-flat from the IV chord,
(E-flat). Measure 18 uses a descending D-flat major scale, which moves into the modulation at
measure 21 to C minor. Musicians must be careful to differentiate between concert B and
concert B-flat, as they are both used.
HARMONY:
Harmonic structure of this piece begins in a very typical fashion: emphasizing the I, IV, and V
chords B-flat major. As the piece develops, it does modulated into C minor where the i, IV, and
v chords are stressed again, in their respective qualities. The coda remains in C minor, but
instead uses a VI (A-flat) chord developed with chromatic neighboring tones to end the piece.
RHYTHM:
Students will need to have a film grasp of eighth note triples to perform this piece, or this piece
can be used as a vehicle to develop that skill. As mentioned earlier, the accompanying harmonic
rhythm often falls on "weak" beats when compared to the melodic "strong" beats, so students
may struggle with placing some notes correctly while avoiding playing in rests. Luckily, while
the opening "Main Theme" of this piece will be familiar to most, the less familiar "March of the
Resistance" uses simpler rhythms in general. That being said, the tempo is faster and the melody
is tied over the barline in places.
TIMBRE:
The introduction of Star Wars is simply impressive for a young band arrangement. The
orchestration is full with a hint of antiphonal brass thanks to slightly layered entrances gives a
wonderfol first impression. The score thins out at measure 12, where the woodwinds take the
melody and the harmonic rhythm slows down, but voices quickly enter again to build to a unison
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arrival at measure 21. For the most part, sustained pitches are a thing of the past in the second
half of the piece, as staccato becomes the articulation of choice; outside of the voices
harmonizing the melody, accompaniment is short and unison.

Unit 7: Form and Structure

B

12-20

Mezzopiano; flute/oboe/clarinet/
alto sax melody; extended
harmonic rhythm, (four measures
on a V chord); Progression in last
three measures: cm-ebm-F-C-F

Flulre/c,boe/clarinetmelody;
stacc,ito, unison, independent
accompaniment

C

,-----•--············---- -

D

33-40

Woodwinds maintain melody;
brass/low voices punctuate
mini-phrases with unison,
fanfare-like attacks.
·---

C'

41-50

Low voices take the melody for
first four measures, then as
before; phrasal extension
leading into coda.

Coda

51-56

Written around Ab majorchord;
,:;hromatic neighboring tones;
ehds unison concert C.

Unit 8: Suggested Listening
Williams, John. Star Wars. (original score).
Beethoven. Ludwig. S)mzphony No. 6 in F ivfajo1: Op. 68, (Pastoral).
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Unit 9: Additional Resources
Williams, J. (2016). Star Wars: The Force Awakens (R. Longfield, Arr.). Milwaukee, WI: Hal
Leonard.
Gorfaine/Schwartz. (2017). Jolm Williams: Biography. Retrieved December 05, 2017, from
http://www.iolmwilliams.org/reference/biography
Hal Leonard. (2017). Robert Longfield. Retrieved December 05, 2017, from https://
www.halleonard.com/biographyDisplay.do?id=397&subsiteid=l
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en Masters in Two
Minutes
arr. Timothy Loest
(b. 1963)

Publisher: FJH Music Company
Date of Publication:
2007
Duration:
2:00
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Unit 1: Composer
Timothy Loest had his first work published in 1995, and has since become an exclusive
composer and arranged for FJH Music Company. Along with 74 other published works and two
supplemental method books, Mr. Loest's "Warm Ups and Beyond" has sold more than 175,000
copies. Known primarily for his works for young band, his aiiistic style comes from more than
thirty years serving in the classroom, currently serving as the band director at F.E. Peacock
Middle School in Itasca, Illinois. Mr. Loest holds a Bachelor of Music Education degree from
Illinois State University and a Master of Music degree from Northwestern University (Loest,
2007).
Unit 2: Composition
The composer considers this piece a "playable anthology of masterworks arranged for young
band," (Loest, 2007). Valuing the importance of young musicians learning pieces composed by
historically significant Baroque, Classical, Romantic, and post-Romantic composers, Mr. Loest
arranged this piece, which is accompanied by a one-page study guide for students. The piece is
written with three flats in the key signature, and in 4/4 time with the exception of Can Can,
which is written in 2/4 time (Loest, 2007).
Unit 3: Historical Perspective
Mr. Loest says that he was inspired to arrange this piece for band after scientists from Argonne
National Laboratory studied samples of Beethoven's hair and skull in 2005, confinning that he
did, in fact, die from lead poisoning. Then he remembered other interesting facts regarding other
historically significant composers, such as Bach fathering 20 children, coming from a family of
musicians 250 years long, or Handel being born in Germany, yet spent time in Florence, Rome,
Naples, Venice, and London, before premiering his A{essiah in Ireland (Loest, 2007).
Unit 4: Technical Considerations
Loest uses the standard American concert band instrumentation, with the clarinet and trumpet
voices divided into two parts each. The percussion parts can be comfortably covered by six
percussionist. This piece in constructed in a through-composed natme, in four to eight measure
sections, often overlapping with each other. The tempo of the piece remains consistent through
all the sections, and while all are obviously marked, students will need a firm grasp how the
sections transition from one to the other, as well as how they balance with each other when they
overlap.

Unit 5: Stylistic Considerations
There are plenty of different styles, that capture the original composers quite well. Beginning in
a march style with Schubert's /\!larch ,'vfi/itaire and Rossini's William Tell Overture, the main
theme from Dvorak's Symphony No. 9 is presented simultaneously in contrast. Orchestration
thins beautifully for Amilcare Ponchielli 's Dance of the Hours. then begins to thicken slowly in
orchestration and in texture with Brahms 's Symphony No. 1. The low voices drop out again for
Bach's lvfusette, which continues while the lows rehlm with Beethoven's Symphony No. 9.
Stillness falls as trumpets introduce the canon of Mahler's Symphony No. I. The piece concludes
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with Handel's Hail The Conquering Hero, followed by Offenbach's Can Can, then a two
measnre quote from the opening of Mozart's Eine Kleine Nachtmusik, which is labeled as the
"mystery composer." Though not always specifically marked, it is important for students to
understand the styles in which the original pieces were intended, so that without instmction they
can naturally recreate the desired result using innate musicality.

Unit 6: Musical Elements
MELODY:
The melody of this piece obviously changes rapidly based on the multitude of different pieces
being presented. In the order presented in the score:
• Schubert: Flute, Oboe, Clarinet, Alto Sax, Trumpet, and Hom - E-flat
• Rossini: Trumpet - E-flat
• Dvorak: Flute, Oboe, Clarinet, Bells - E-flat
• Ponchielli: Clarinet and Alto Sax split - E-flat
• Brahms: Clarinets, joined later by Flute, Oboe, Trumpet, and Bells - E-flat
• Bach: Flute, Oboe, and Clarinet - E-flat
• Beethoven: Horn, Trombone, Baritone/Euphonium, Tuba, and Bells - E-flat
• Mahler: Canon started with Trumpet, then Bass Clarinet, Tenor Sax, Bari Sax, Horn,
Trombone, Baritone/Euphonium, and Tuba, then Clarinet and Alto Sax - E-flat Minor
• Handel: Flute, Oboe, Trumpet, and Bells - E-flat
• Offenbach: Alto Sax, Trnmpet, Horn, and Bells - E-flat
• Mozart (Mystery): Trumpet - E-flat
HARMONY:
Remaining in Concert E-flat for the entire piece, (though moving to the parallel minor during the
Mahler section) Ten 1vfasters in Two !vfinutes does require the occasional accidental to stay true to
original compositions. Through the work, however, chord choice remains limited to either I or V.
RHYTHM:
Often times phrases begin with a one or two beat pick-up, though the most complex rhythm in
the piece can be found in the Offenbach section, during which flutes, oboes, and clarinets have a
repeated pattern which inclndes an eighth rest.
TIMBRE:
See Units 5 and 6 for discussion of scoring.
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Unit 7: Form and Structure

Schubert

,_ -·

March Militaire; Introduction;
mostly unison, low voices
accenting with a I chord.

1-6

------_.-,,,----+---- ~ - - ~ ~ -

Rossini/Dvorak

r

. Witliarri TBll Overture; trumpet
. -_ { melody. low voice~ a,;:centing.
; f strong boats with oriison:
-

:,Htl~~~;~:r:!i ~tl:7 -; [ liutea1oboa/clruinet/balla'. · -

Ponchielli

Brahms

15-22

i 23-30·-

! . .

tBach/Beethoven

i 31 -38

------- -----l·O;~~e

of the Hour~; clarinet/
alto sax split melody; broken
staccato chords in low voices;
flute/oboe staccato m2's.

- !symphony No. 1; contrasting
- ' style with legato hannonic
voices; clarinet melody, than
joined by flute/oboe/trumpet
:inmm.21.

----------1'-tt{f::}!:r{;:t~~::~:ck
"clock ticking" pattern;
· Symphony No. 9 joins at mm.
' 35, with low voice melody;
· trumpets join alto sax
.accomp.

Mahler

I 39-46

Handel

47-54

_Symphony No. 1; parallel
• minor; Canon beginning with
' trumpets, then low voices,
1 then clarinets/alto sax.
- ~ Conquering Hero;
. flute/oboe/trumpet/bell

_melody; back to major
tonality; ascending
accompaniment.
Offenbach

55-68

Mozart/Coda

69-72

Can Can; 2/4 meter; Alto sax/
trumpet/horn/bell melody;
!lute/oboe/clarinet rhythmic
harmony; low voices = tonic/
dominant
Eine J<feine Nachtmusik;

Trumpet solo; unison concert
E-flat coda.
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Unit 8: Suggested Listening
Bach, Johann Sebastian. Musette.
Beethoven, Ludwig van. Symphony No. 9.
Brahms, Johannes. Symphony No. 1.
Dvorak, Antonin. Symphony No. 9.
Handel, George Frideric. Hail The Conquering Hero.
Mahler, Gustav. Symphony No. 1.
Mozart, Wolfgang Amadeus. Eine Kleine Nachtmusik.
Offenbach, Jacques. Can Can,ji'Dm "Orpheus in the Underworld."
Ponchielli, Amilcare. Dance of the Hours.
Rossini, Gioachino. William Tell Overture.
Schubert, Franz. March Militaire.
Unit 9: Additional References and Resources
Loest, T. (Arr.). (2007). Ten A1asters in Iivo Minutes. Fort Lauderdale, FL: FJH Music Company.

